
 
Construct your own secret code 
Ever wanted to send a secret message to a friend that no one else can read? Now you can do it on your 
BBC micro:bit.  

When you’ve got the program on your micro:bit, simply tell your friend the secret code (this will be made up 
of three numbers, much like in a luggage lock) and pass the micro:bit to them.  

They will have to pinch the micro:bit along the input/output pins 0, 1 and 2 with the secret code in order to 
unlock the message. So, for example, if your code is 123, they would have to pinch input/output pin 0 once, 
pin 1 twice and pin 2 three times.  

Then, if they hold down button A and shake the micro:bit, your secret message should display. Ready to 
give it a go? 

 

Step 1: Import the code 

Download the hex file from our Live Lessons website.  

Firstly, select ‘My scripts’ on the top navigation on the micro:bit website (www.microbit.co.uk), and 
choose ‘Create code’.  

 

Choose ‘Import Code’ and upload the hex file that you’ve downloaded from the Live Lessons website. 



 

The script for the secret codes exercise should now appear in your code window.  

Hit ‘run’ to see it in action on the simulator, or plug in your micro:bit, hit ‘compile’ and drag your hex file 
onto your micro:bit to try out your secret code. 

Step 2: Understanding the code 

 

 



 

 



 
Step 3: Changing the code 

You can do several things to change your secret coded message and make it your own. 

 

 



 
 

Test, play and show us what you’ve done 

Now that you’ve made your very own secret code, click ‘run’ to test it on the simulator and ‘compile’ to see 
it working on your micro:bit.  

Click ‘export’ to save off your code and send it to us at live.lessons@bbc.co.uk. You could see your codes 
featured on our micro:bit Live Lesson in February. 

 


